
now available in four performance classesnew! maxforce compaction line  

 

hydraulic                
compactors
MoUnTeD
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• more force   
Stanley mounted compactors provide a high 
level of compaction force. These units have 
more compaction force than a walk-behind 
plate compactor. They reduce the need for 
a person working down in the trench, which 
increases ease-of-use and operator comfort.

• duraBility   
New shakers have a new control valve cover 
to protect from normal jobsite abuse.

• neW seals 
Help prevent leakage at the hoses.

• neW hose strenGth 
Hose material designed to increase 
durability and decrease maintenance.

• Versatility 
Flat top models offer compatibility with many 
different carrier types when moving from one 
carrier to another.

• ease of use 
Four shock mounts channel vibration evenly 
and deliver consistent force – improving the 
operator’s efficiency and work quality versus 
a plate compactor.

• neW ValVe positioninG 
Now the valve is in an improved position 
when attaching and detaching the compactor 
to the carrier.

trenchinG 

labor-intensive hand compaction techniques are no 
match for a Stanley Compactor. with a Stanley  
Compactor you won’t have to shore the trench and 
you can compact 2 to 4 feet of backfill lift in one 
pass. Compare that to a 6-inch lift for handheld units.

pile-driVinG 

Driving piles is another application for your Stanley 
Compactor by putting it to work driving materials 
such as piles, posts, sheeting, i-beams, soldier piling, 
guard rail posts, and pipe.

slopes 

There is no better way to compact on inclines or  
hard-to-reach areas than with a Stanley Compactor. 
in areas where handheld units can’t work and are too 
steep for rollers, count on your Stanley Compactor.
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the riGht compactor
         for the riGht carrier

carrier WeiGht class

model Weight class

hsX3
 5,000 - 13,000 lb 

 2,200 - 6,000 kg

hsX6
 9,000 - 30,000 lb 

 4,000 - 13,500 kg 

hsX11
 16,000 - 55,000 lb 

 7,200 - 25,000 kg 

hsX22
 54,000 - 142,000  

 24,500 - 65,000 kg 

HSX6

HSX11

HSX3
HSX22
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Stanley Hydraulic Tools    Division of Stanley Black & Decker 

3810 S.E. Naef Road    Milwaukie, OR   97267-5698    U.S.A.    
Tele: (503) 659-5660    Fax: (503) 652-1780

ContaCt  
Your StanleY  

HYdrauliC toolS  
dealer todaY!

       part no.

 hsX3025s
 hsX3125s
 hsX3125sp
 hsX312501s
 
 
 hsX6025s
 hsX6125s
 hsX6125sp

  
 hsX11125s
 hsX11125sp
 
 
 hsX22125s
 hsX22125sp

 
 description      WeiGht (lbs) kg

 2 1/4 pin holes, 9 and 14 inch spacing, 13 gpm, no boom pins**  370 168
 flat top design*, 13 gpm      360 163
 flat top design*, 13 gpm with holes in shoe    360 163
 flat top design*, 9 gpm      365 165

 
 2 1/4 pin holes, 14 inch spacing, 13 gpm, no boom pins**   825 374
 flat top design*, 13 gpm      850 385
 flat top design*, 13 gpm with holes in shoe    850 385

 
 flat top design*, 30 gpm       1425 646
 flat top design*, 30 gpm with holes in shoe    1425 646

 
 flat top design*, 42 gpm       2200 998
 flat top design*, 42 gpm with holes in shoe    2200 998
  

hsX3

hsX6

hsX11

hsX22

specifications  hsX312501s hsX3 hsX6 hsX11 hsX22  

centrifugal force lbs 3400 3400 6400 11,350 22,000
 kg 1542 1542 2902 5147  10,000   
Vibrations per minute vpm 2100 2100 2000 2000  2100   
Weight lbs    -  370 850 1425  2200
 kg    -  168 386 646  998   
length in 25.5 25.5 34 35  45
 mm 650 650 860 889  1143   
Width in 17.5 17.5 23.5 27  32
 mm 445 445 600 686  813   
height in 18.5 18.5 27.5 29  41.25
 mm 470 470 700 737  1048   
Baseplate size in 18.8x20 18.8x20 23.5x26 27x30 32x42
 mm 442x508 442x508 600x660 686x762 813x1067
hydraulic pressure psi 1600-2000 1600-2000 1800-2000 1800-2150 1800-2250
 bar 110-140 110-140 127-140 124-148 124-155   
flow range gpm 8-20 12-25 12-25 28-60  42-70
 lpm 30-75 45-95 45-95 106-227 159-265   
optimum flow gpm 9  13 13 30  45
 lpm 34  49 49 113  170   
system relief psi 2500 2500 2500 2500  2500
 bar 172 172 172 172  172

* for mounting bracket (mounting bracket not included)       (** Requires mounting pak–sold separately)
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